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Adventure BackgroundAdventure BackgroundAdventure BackgroundAdventure Background    

In what became known as the Age of Madness, 

an astral lich calling himself the Crimson Hand 

descended from the sea of stars, setting his fell 

gaze upon Gaea. Her red moon he made both 

his temple and his phylactery, and from there he 

sought to enslave those who would be ruled and 

devour those who would not. The Ancients of the 

four corners of Gaea united their knowledge 

against this threat, constructing a colossal golem, 

and inscribing the four POWER WORDS upon four 

scrolls. These scrolls they fed to the colossus, who 

ascended to the crimson moon in an instant. The 

sages of the realm watched as the flashes of 

battle signaled in the night sky, ending as the 

crimson moon itself split in half. The lich and the 

colossus were destroyed, and the Age of 

Madness was ended. 

 

Millennia have passed, and now a new threat 

rises from the netherworld. The four POWER 

WORDS have been forgotten, lost among the 

shattered remnants of the moon. The sages have 

once again united what remains of their power, 

this time to teleport a paltry handful of crusaders 

to retrieve the lost scrolls before the world is 

doomed. 
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1. Planetoid1. Planetoid1. Planetoid1. Planetoid    

•The crusaders are teleported onto a roughly 

circular chunk of the destroyed moon, protected 

from the vacuum of space by a shield of force. 

•The planetoid floats about fifteen feet away 

from a broken half of the moon, where an 

archway leads into darkness.  

•A bridge made of translucent skulls with flaming 

green eyes connects the planetoid to the 

entrance into the moon temple. 

•A circular basin filled with green acid stands 

over the center of the planetoid. 

•Also resting on the planetoid is an altar topped 

with a 4-inch thick iron plate. 

 

Crusaders taking a closer look at the basin 

find a voodoo doll resting at the bottom, like a 

lost soul swimming in the river of the dead. 

Removing the doll is a dangerous affair, as the 

acid will begin dissolving the planetoid if spilled. 

However, once the doll is removed, the bridge of 

skulls becomes solidified, and the bridge can be 

safely traversed. Crusaders attempting to cross 

the bridge without removing the doll will find 

themselves falling into space (dead). 

Additionally, the acid in the basin can be 

poured onto the iron plate of the altar. The acid 

eats away the top layer revealing four embossed 

images depicting the following: 1) The gods 

tearing open a rift in space, 2) The gods creating 

the universe within the rift, 3) The gods destroying 

the universe, 4) The gods sealing the rift. (These 

images correspond to the as-of-yet unknown 

POWER WORDS.) 

A crusader who rips open the voodoo doll 

will find a small wooden key inside. The wooden 

key is useless, but in Room 4, the Invincible 

Vorosh’s body has been torn open. 

 

    

    

2222. . . . statuarystatuarystatuarystatuary    

•Eight triangular alcoves house statues of 

headless liches draped in crimson robes. 

•A large expanse of floor is covered in dust 

made from ground bones. 

•The desiccated body of a former priest of the 

Crimson Hand lies on the floor. His dried blood, 

scrawled on the walls, reads, “THE CRIMSON 

HAND LIVES.” 

•Three closed doors of polished red stone with 

simple pull rings lead out of the room. 

 

Each of the statues of headless liches wears 

a sculpted amulet around its neck, and each 

depicts a different image. The images are: a 

flowing river, a dry river bed, a full chalice, an 

empty chalice, a living tree, a blasted tree, a 

closed box, and an open box. 

At the center of the room, beneath the layer 

of dust is a symbol of 3 intertwining triangle, with 

the imprint of a skull in the center of each 

triangle. Fitting 3 skulls from the bridge in Room 

1into the 3 imprints has the following effects: 

each skull is transformed into a different material 

(1 gold, 1 platinum, and 1 diamond) and a 

hidden compartment is revealed (containing a 

healing potion, an evil idol, an archangel’s battle 

standard, and invisible armor). 

The skulls from the bridge from Room 1 can 

also be fitted onto the statues of headless liches 

(they need not be transformed). Fitting skulls onto 

the statues bearing the images of the living tree, 

the closed box, and the open box will make the 

three doors leaving the room safely passable. 

(These amulets depict 3 of the POWER WORDS, 

all but DESTROY). 

If a crusader opens a door without fitting the 

skulls onto only the appropriate statues, a swarm 

of lesser demiliches is summoned, which pursues 

the crusaders until killed. 

Fitting a skull onto the statue bearing the 

image of the blasted tree instantly destroys the 

temple in a cataclysmic wave of balefire. All 

crusaders and the four scrolls are destroyed, 

along with Gaea’s only hope for survival. 

 

3333. . . . Armillary crossArmillary crossArmillary crossArmillary cross    

•Thousands of tiny points of light like stars hang 

suspended in the air and illuminate this otherwise 

darkened chamber. 

•Three cubic niches at the end of three corridors 

each contain a stone chest. 

 

Each section of wall at the end of the 3 

corridors conceals a secret door, though the 

means to open these secret doors is not 

apparent. 

None of the chests are locked. One is filled 

with gold pieces, one is filled with platinum rings, 

and one is filled with diamond jewels. Each chest 

has a large swath of treasure missing, as though 

dug out from the middle. Placing a transformed 

skull of the appropriate material from Room 2 

into the matching chest unlocks each secret 

door. 

The northern secret door opens onto an 

alcove housing a solid mithril statue holding the 

SCROLL OF POWER WORD OPEN. The southern 

secret door opens onto the veil of lava in Room 

9. The western secret door opens onto a 

shattered portion of the temple open to space. 

Nearby crusaders must make saving throws to 

avoid rapid decompression (dead). 

The top of each of the stone chests depicts a 

unique, strange solar system, each with a single 

planet orbiting a sun. What differentiates each 

solar system is the number and color of moons 

orbiting the planet. One depicts a planet orbited 

by a green, a red, and a blue moon. The second 

depicts a planet orbited by a black, a gray, a 

blue, and a red moon. The third shows a planet 

orbiting by a green and a red moon. 

Careful inspection reveals that the moons 

can be rotated on mechanical tracks in the 
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chests. Setting each solar system so that the red 

moon eclipses the sun summons the final vault in 

Room 9. 

If a crusader attempts to take the treasure 

from the chests, the floating stars in the room 

coalesce into a few small black holes. The room 

is plunged into absolute darkness, and the 

crusaders must navigate blindly while trying to 

avoid being consumed by the tiny orbs of 

oblivion. 

 

4444. . . . observatoryobservatoryobservatoryobservatory    

•Six great statues of Death hold the broken 

bodies of legendary crusaders, held in 

suspended animation at the moment of their 

deaths. The six voices of Death speak in unison, 

“THE WEAK MUST FEAST UPON THE STRONG. OPEN 

THE DEAD, AND DISCERN WHAT IS WORTHY TO 

FEAST UPON.”  

•An enormous throne of volcanic rock faces the 

door. Visible from the throne is a circular opening 

through the moon’s surface, providing a viewing 

portal to Gaea. 

 

Crusaders may make knowledge checks to 

identify the legendary crusaders as the following:  

Tibor Halfdemon, son of human and incubus, 

Melaine Evenstar, elven high queen, 

Kahl, the Wary, human tactician, 

Horobrim, Tyrant King, human conqueror, 

The Invincible Vorosh, adamant golem, 

Aleira, the Indomitable, half-giant gladiator. 

The bodies of the legendary crusaders can be 

opened with blades and other conventional 

means, except for the Invincible Vorosh, whose 

body can only be opened by cutting open the 

voodoo doll from Room 1. If that is done, Vorosh’s 

body lies open, revealing a godshard key that 

opens the final vault in Room 9. 

Opening a body overwhelms the crusaders 

with the scent of blight and disease—it is clear 

that most of the organs are toxic. Only one organ 

may be safely consumed from each legendary 

crusader.  

Tibor—his empowering blood 

Melaine—her entrancing eyes 

Kahl—his cowardly liver 

Horobrim—his commanding vocal chords 

Vorosh—his impenetrable flesh 

Aleira—her unfailing heart 

Eating any other organ results in a quick, but 

immensely painful death. 

However, when a crusader consumes the 

correct organ, the six statues of Death grant him 

or her a thematically appropriate, permanent 

boon. The only feast which leads to a 

predetermined boon is that of the metallic flesh 

of the Invincible Vorosh. When a crusader feasts 

upon his flesh, the statues of Death coat that 

crusader’s skin in liquid mithril, which allows him 

or her to survive a journey through Room 7. Each 

crusader may only consume one organ. 

A crusader who sits in the throne of volcanic 

glass may name one scene from Gaea’s past, 

which they immediately witness in a vision. 

Cunning crusaders will ask to see the legendary 

crusaders in action, which will provide insight into 

which organ will be most savory. Each crusader 

may only receive one vision. 

 

5555. . . . doom mazedoom mazedoom mazedoom maze    

•Crusaders entering this darkened maze feel 

their mortality tangibly. Even immortal crusaders 

feel their immortality fleeing them. 

•Light from everburning torches placed in the 

walls seems to die on the black stone that 

comprises the maze. 

•Upon the first step of the crusader’s into the 

maze, a sound like an enormous steel bear-trap 

closing regularly fills the chamber—and grows 

ever closer. 

 

A giant rolling skull trap moves through the 

halls of the maze, attempting to crush and 

chomp the crusaders. The giant rolling skull has 

two great glowing rubies for eyes that power it. 

Though not impossible, it is difficult and time-

consuming to crack the rubies with most items 

(magic or otherwise). 

Two cyclopic deathwraith archers lurk 

behind walls in the maze. They fire arrows imbued 

with the fractured essences of slain demigods. 

These arrows fire clean through all objects and 

creatures except for the Crimson Hand himself, 

and the cyclopic deathwraith archers can see 

through walls. Each shot they take opens holes in 

the stone walls of the temple, making breathing 

increasingly difficult for the crusaders. However, 

once killed, the archers’ bows can be used to 

quickly destroy the rubies powering the giant 

rolling skull. 

The mouth of the giant rolling skull conceals 

a small, locked door that opens into a hidden 

chamber within the giant skull itself. Inside this 

chamber is the SCROLL OF POWER WORD CLOSE. 

The small, locked door within the skull can only 

be unlocked with POWER WORD OPEN. 

The doors leading out from the room are 

embossed with the image of a blood-red hand 

wearing two rings. Placing the rubies (even if they 

have been cracked) upon the rings unlocks the 

doors. 

 

6666. . . . Fractured passageFractured passageFractured passageFractured passage    

•Air is pulled in a rushing torrent through this 

chamber through a gaping hole in the eastern 

wall. 

•The walls leading to the hole are decorated 

with murals of spiraling galaxy clusters being 

crushed by red-scaled, six-fingered hands. 

•Metallic hexagonal plates form the floor and 

roof of this long corridor. 

 

Crusaders who merely enter into the corridor 

are sucked out into space when they come near 

the hole (dead). The floor, however, is 
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magnetized, and may be safely passed by a 

crusader wearing the iron boots (Room 2) or 

whose skin is coated in liquid mithril (Room 4). Or, 

the crusaders can seal the breach with POWER 

WORD CLOSE. Some other means of passing the 

obstacle might also be contrived. These 

alternative means do come with risk of failure, 

however. 

Insightful crusaders may ask for more details 

about the murals depicted on the walls. Explain 

that the only difference between each image is 

the number of arms in the galaxies (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21). A secret door lies behind 

the mural showing the galaxy with 7 arms (the 

only prime number in the set). 

 

7777. . . . Vorpal TurbineVorpal TurbineVorpal TurbineVorpal Turbine    

•Floating in triangular alcoves in this long 

passage are levitating, perfectly motionless, steel 

scimitars. 

•Just beyond the alcoves, set into the floor, is a 

massive lever. 

 

Crusaders trained in the ways of magic might 

detect a powerful illusion spell in this hallway. 

There are, in reality, many more scimitars than 

there appear—thousands in fact. And they are 

vorpal scimitars. 

Once a creature or object passes halfway 

through the passage of the triangular alcoves, 

the illusion breaks, and the thousands of vorpal 

scimitars roar to life, reducing creatures and 

objects in the passage to a fine mist before 

returning to their previous state. Only creatures 

coated in liquid mithril (Room 4) can pass 

through the vorpal turbine unscathed, though it is 

conceivable that some alternative might be 

discovered (especially with POWER WORD 

CREATE). 

The lever at the other side of the triangular 

alcoves can be pulled to disable the trap. 

 

8888. . . . TheTheTheThe universe room universe room universe room universe room    

•The secret door from Room 6 opens onto a 

dimensionless expanse of icy blackness, filled with 

whirling suns, colliding galaxies, supernovas, and 

asteroid belts. 

•Four figures, aspects of Eternity, Knowledge, 

Power, and Justice, manipulate the matter and 

energy in this miniature universe. 

The aspects of Eternity, Knowledge, Power, 

and Justice barely take notice of the crusaders 

entry, and must be shocked somehow into 

awareness of them. The four aspects are ethereal 

and aloof, and seem little concerned with what 

they consider to be the insignificant problems of 

the crusaders. They show them that their Gaea is 

less than a mote of dust to the entire cosmos. 

Nevertheless, it is up to the crusaders to show 

the aspects that their plight matters. If the 

crusaders provide inventive logic that appeals to 

the each of the aspects’ domains, they summon 

the SCROLL OF POWER WORD CREATE, which 

they bequeath the crusaders. 

 

9999. . . . sanctum of the handsanctum of the handsanctum of the handsanctum of the hand    

•This towering cathedral is supported by four 

enormous pillars fashioned as long, lithe arms 

ending in great red hands holding up the ceiling. 

•A great, scythe-like pendulum oscillates slowly 

across the width of the chamber. 

•A balcony, walled in by a shield of force, offers 

a view of endless stars. 

•The crumbled remains of the ancient colossus’s 

head rests at the north end of the chamber. A 

veil of lava pours from the ceiling, surrounding it 

like a curtain. A great hand of the colossus lying 

on the floor nearby animates, levitating as the 

crusaders enter. 

 

The colossus’s hand, now imbued with the 

essence of the lich, moves to attack the 

crusaders. When things begin to look hopeful, the 

second hand smashes through the shield of 

force. The crusaders stand virtually no chance. 

But if they CLOSE the flow of lava, and OPEN the 

ancient colossus’s mouth, they may find the final 

vault, which can only be opened with the 

godshard key. Inside the vault the SCROLL OF 

POWER WORD DESTROY lays just out of reach, 

embedded in an urn of clay. By CREATING a 

human from the clay, the crusaders can retrieve 

the scroll they need to destroy the Crimson Hand. 


